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This comprehensive resource offers professionals detailed guidance on the engineering aspects of building software for wireless communications. From design and architecture to security and testing, the book shows how to overcome every engineering challenge encountered in successfully developing wireless software. Filled with open-source code examples, this handy reference provides practical, ready solutions for building software applications that make wireless networks work. It covers such hot applications as wireless information systems, wireless advertising and marketing, wireless payment systems, location-based portals, and mobile trading and sales systems. The book also explains how to integrate these applications into wireless LANs, personal wireless networks, and 3G and 4G wireless networks. Written for software developers and architects at all levels, this volume includes hands-on tutorials that take readers through each phase of wireless software development and implementation.     
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Jerry Zeyu Gao is an associate professor of the department of computer engineering at San Jose State University. He has published two other software engineering books, including Testing and Quality Assurance for Component-Based Software (Artech House, 2003), and 55 technical papers in IEEE/ACM journals, magazines, and international conferences. He is the co-chair for the First and Second IEEE International Workshops on Mobile Commerce and Services. He received his M.S. and Ph.D. in computer science from the University of Texas at Arlington
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Flight Physics: Essentials of Aeronautical Disciplines and Technology, with Historical NotesSpringer, 2009
This textbook gives an introduction, with extensive historical notes, to the principal disciplines of aeronautics. The principles of applied aerodynamics, aircraft propulsion, flight performances, stability and control of conventional subsonic aircraft are augmented by overviews of helicopter technology and high speed flight.
Overviews of the...
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Computing Attitude and Affect in Text: Theory and Applications (The Information Retrieval Series)Springer, 2006
Human Language Technology (HLT) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems have typically focused on the "factual" aspect of content analysis. Other aspects, including pragmatics, opinion, and style, have received much less attention. However, to achieve an adequate understanding of a text, these aspects cannot be ignored....
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Software Change Management: Case Studies and Practical AdviceMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
	
		This book presents ten case studies that revolve around how to manage change in
	
		industrial, governmental, and academic settings. Each case was selected to communicate
	
		lessons learned that the reader can use to address typical issues that occur
	
		during the process of change. Context-sensitive knowledge about how...
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Top 10 Madrid (Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guides)DK Travel, 2010

	DK Eyewitness Top 10 Guides make any destination accessible by offering dozens of lists of the 10 best restaurants, bars, neighborhoods, hotels, attractions, and much more. With insider tips for every visitor, the Top 10 series offers inside knowledge, and now contains a pull-out map and guide that includes fold-out maps of city metro...
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FarmVille For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	If you’re already on Facebook, you’ve probably received dozens of invitations
	to play FarmVille from some of the game’s more than 50 million
	active players, complete with cryptic messages about sharing carrots; adopting
	lost, lonely animals; and hatching golden Mystery Eggs. Even if you aren’t
	on Facebook,...
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Linux Shell Scripting EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn shell scripting to solve complex shell-related problems and to efficiently automate your day-to-day tasks


	About This Book

	
		Familiarize yourself with the terminal by learning about powerful shell features
	
		Automate tasks by writing shell scripts for repetitive work
	...
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